Abstract A continuum mixture model with distinct collagen (COL) and glycosaminoglycan elastic constituents was developed for the solid matrix of immature bovine articular cartilage. A continuous COL fiber volume fraction distribution function and a true COL fiber elastic modulus (E f ) were used. Quantitative polarized light microscopy (qPLM) methods were developed to account for the relatively high cell density of immature articular cartilage and used with a novel algorithm that constructs a 3D distribution function from 2D qPLM data. For specimens untreated and cultured in vitro, most model parameters were specified from qPLM analysis and biochemical assay results; consequently, E f was predicted using an optimization to measured mechanical properties in uniaxial tension and unconfined compression. Analysis of qPLM data revealed a highly anisotropic fiber distribution, with principal fiber orientation parallel to the surface layer. For untreated samples, predicted E f values were 175 and 422 MPa for superficial (S) and middle (M) zone layers, respectively. TGF-β1 treatment was predicted to increase and decrease E f values for the S and M layers to 281 and 309 MPa, respectively. IGF-1 treatment was predicted to decrease E f values for the S and M layers to 22 and 26 MPa, respectively. A novel finding was that distinct native depthdependent fiber modulus properties were modulated to nearly homogeneous values by TGF-β1 and IGF-1 treatments, with modulated values strongly dependent on treatment.
Introduction
In vitro culture with transforming growth factor-beta 1 (TGF-β1) and insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF-1) regulate articular cartilage metabolism and mechanical properties. Both TGF-β1 and IGF-1 stimulate collagen (COL) and glycosaminoglycan (GAG) synthesis in bovine articular cartilage samples while producing differential effects on tissue size and mechanical properties. TGF-β1 maintains tissue size accompanied by a maintenance or increase in tensile and compressive moduli and a maintenance or decrease of compressive Poisson's ratios (Morales and Hascall 1991; Asanbaeva et al. 2008a; Williams et al. 2010; Stender et al. 2011) , while IGF-1 produces significant tissue expansion at the expense of reduced tensile and compressive moduli and increased compressive Poisson's ratios (Schalkwijk et al. 1989; Sah et al. 1994; Ficklin et al. 2007; Asanbaeva et al. 2008a; Williams et al. 2010; Stender et al. 2011 ). Prior experimental and modeling studies have suggested that COL network properties, such as content and tensile modulus, are strong determinants of articular cartilage mechanical properties (Jurvelin et al. 1997; Williamson et al. 2001 ; Kiviranta et al. 2006; Ficklin et al. 2007; Williams et al. 2010) . Thus, the goal of this study was to integrate experimental data including articular cartilage mechanical properties, biochemical contents including overall COL volume fraction, and microstructural measures of COL fiber distribution with a continuum mixture model to predict how COL fiber modulus changes in vitro with TGF-β1 and IGF-1 treatment.
Past articular cartilage modeling studies employing distinct stress constitutive equations for the COL fiber network generally fall into three classes. The first class of models uses a discrete number of fibers (Farquhar et al. 1990; Bursac et al. 2000; Klisch et al. 2008 ; Thomas et al. 2009; Pierce et al. 2009 ) and the second class of models employs structural fiber reinforced finite element analysis (FEA) (Soulhat et al. 1999; Li et al. 1999; Korhonen et al. 2003; Wilson et al. 2004 Wilson et al. , 2005 Shirazi and Shirazi-Adl 2005; Garcia and Cortes 2006) ; some of those models were essentially equivalent to numerical implementations of continuous distribution models described below. The third class of models implement continuum theories employing a continuous fiber distribution (Schwartz et al. 1994 ; Szeri 2006, 2007; Quinn and Morel 2007; Ateshian et al. 2009; Federico and Gasser 2010; Pierce et al. 2010 ). Although previous studies have estimated true COL fiber elastic modulus (Farquhar et al. 1990; Schwartz et al. 1994; Soulhat et al. 1999; Shirazi and Shirazi-Adl 2005; Lei and Szeri 2006; Quinn and Morel 2007) , an objective of this paper was to use a more comprehensive set of mechanical, biochemical, and microstructural measurements from the same tissue source (i.e., species, age, anatomical location, and depth from articular surface).
The hypothesis of the current study was that a continuum mixture approach with a continuous COL fiber volume fraction distribution would predict that true COL fiber elastic modulus changes in a differential manner with in vitro treatment with TGF-β1 and IGF-1. To address the hypothesis, the aims were to (1) integrate biochemical and microstructural data into a mixture model with a continuous COL fiber volume fraction distribution and (2) use that model with comprehensive mechanical, biochemical, and microstructural data from the same tissue source to predict how true COL fiber elastic modulus changes in vitro with TGF-β1 and IGF-1 treatment.
Methods

Preliminaries
The continuity equation may be expressed as
where ρ and ρ 0 are the densities in the current and reference configurations, respectively, and J = det(F) is the determinant of the deformation gradient tensor F. The right CauchyGreen deformation tensor C is
and the Lagrangian strain tensor E is E = 1 2 (C − I).
For a Green-elastic material, there exists a strain energy density (per unit volume) function W (C) such that the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor S is ∂ W S = 2 (4) ∂C and the material elasticity tensor C is
) ∂C
The Kirchhoff stress tensor τ , Cauchy stress tensor T, and S are related by
Mixture model configurations
Because only equilibrium mechanical properties were considered, the effects of fluid-dependent and intrinsic viscoelasticity were neglected, and fluid pore pressure was assumed to vanish at equilibrium. Thus, the elastic solid matrix (SM) was the focus of modeling efforts. However, it is emphasized that experimentally measured changes in water content are indirectly modeled as they affect experimental measures of COL and GAG contents used in equations presented below for each experimental group. Since only equilibrium configurations were considered, the focus is on the articular cartilage SM. The SM was modeled as a mixture of three Green-elastic materials: COL, GAG, and other matrix (MAT) constituents. Strain energy density functions W COL , W GAG , and W MAT were defined , κ GAG relative to initial configurations κ COL , and κ MAT , 0 0 0 respectively ( Fig. 1) . Each of these configurations are identical to the SM reference configuration κ R . An immobility constraint was assumed such that all COL, GAG, and MAT molecules are bound to the SM, and therefore, each constituent's deformation gradient tensor (F COL , F GAG , and F MAT , respectively) is equal to the SM deformation gradient tensor F; that is,
A stress balance was hypothesized such that SM stress is
A stress-free SM reference configuration κ 0 serves as the reference configuration for mechanical testing. Due to the GAG swelling pressure that is induced by the fixed negative charge density of GAG molecules, T GAG is a negative spherical stress tensor in κ R . However, both T COL and T MAT , respectively, are identical to the SM reference configuration κ R . Due to the GAG swelling pressure, both the GAG and SM stresses T GAG and T SM are not zero in κ R . Consequently, a swelling deformation gradient tensor F sw maps κ R to a stress-free SM configuration κ 0 . Mechanical testing was simulated by prescribing the experimental deformation gradient tensor F exp that maps κ 0 to the deformed equilibrium configuration κ were defined to be zero tensors in κ R . Consequently, via (8) T SM = 0 so κ R is not a stress-free SM reference configuration. Thus, all constituents experience an identical GAGinduced swelling deformation gradient tensor, F sw , that maps to a stress-free SM reference configuration κ 0 . These initial deformations lead to a tensile pre-stress in the COL and MAT constituents in κ 0 as in our previous studies Thomas et al. 2009 ).
The experimental deformation gradient tensor F exp , that maps κ 0 to the deformed configuration κ, simulates mechanical testing. Thus, the total SM deformation gradient tensor F relative to κ R is defined via
2.3 Constituent strain energy and stress equations
Collagen model
The COL fiber distribution model was based on (Shirazi et al. 2011) . A local spherical coordinate system (R, Θ, Φ) was used to parameterize a unit sphere of volume V = 4π/3 at each tissue material point in κ COL (Fig. 2) . In theory, the unit 0 sphere is interpreted as an infinitesimal sphere with uniform fiber properties (i.e., geometry, density, alignment); however, in application, the unit sphere is treated as a finite sphere of sufficiently small volume to support the assumption of uniform fiber properties. The total fiber volume fraction φ f in the unit sphere is where V f is the fiber volume in the unit sphere. A differential pyramid element is defined by a unit vector N and oriented in the range
] with apex at the unit sphere center and base corresponding to a differential area element on the sphere surface; its differential volume
where dV f is the fiber volume in dV ; φ N f represent only those fibers that pass through the sphere center and that lie in dV . Integrating (11) over the unit sphere, one obtains
V
The COL fiber strain in direction N is
where (·) is the dot product and E is defined using (2)-(3) with F from (9). The true fiber strain energy
The total COL strain energy W COL (per V ) is obtained by integrating the apparent fibril strain energy φ N f Ψ f (per pyramidal volume dV ) over the unit sphere volume V ,
is the Heaviside step function of E N which only activates fibers in tension (i.e., E N > 0). Since the immature tissue exhibited nearly linear stress-strain relations, Ψ f was assumed to be a quadratic function of strain; that is,
where E f is the true COL fiber modulus. Using (15), V = 4π/3, and dV = (1/3) sin ΘdΘdΦ, (14) becomes
Using (3) and (13) to express E N as a function of C, and the chain rule in the form
the COL second Piola-Kirchhoff stress was derived using (4) as 2π π
where ⊗ denotes the tensor product. Consequently, T COL was derived using (6).
Glycosaminoglycan model
The GAG model was based on swelling pressure predictions using the Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) cell model reported previously (Buschmann and Grodzinsky 1995) . In that study, GAG solutions were modeled at the microstructural level where the PB cell equation was solved for a unit cell containing a charged cylindrical GAG molecule in a surrounding medium of mobile ions. At low GAG densities (typical of the immature tissue studied here), the PB cell model more accurately predicts the equilibrium compressive modulus than the ideal Donnan model (Buschmann and Grodzinsky 1995) . In the current study, the PB cell model predictions were fit with the GAG strain energy function
where α 1 and α 2 are GAG material constants. Using (1), (4), and (6) for the GAG constituent, the GAG Cauchy stress is
Matrix model
The MAT is intended to account for the mechanical response of other SM components not already attributed to COL and GAG, including other proteins, chondrocytes, and possible COL-GAG interactions on shear properties (Jin and Grodzinsky 2001) not explicitly modeled by the COL and GAG models. Here, an isotropic compressible Neo-Hookean material was used, similar to our previous studies (Klisch 2007; Thomas et al. 2009 ):
where μ is the MAT shear modulus and ln(−) is the natural logarithm function. Using (4), the MAT second PiolaKirchhoff stress is
Polyconvexity
To ensure material stability and enhance numerical conver-= W COL + gence, the total SM strain energy function W SM W GAG +W MAT was subject to the condition of polyconvexity , W GAG (Ball 1976) . Here, it suffices to establish that W COL , and W MAT are convex functions of F, J , and F, respectively (Schroder and Neff 2003) . These conditions are met if E f is positive (Shirazi et al. 2011) , α 1 and α 2 are positive (this is easily shown), and μ is positive (Itskov and Aksel 2004) .
Experimental data
Previous experimental data
Mechanical and biochemical properties before (D0, that is, day zero) and after 12 days of in vitro treatment with TGF-β1 or IGF-1 were available from previous studies; please see (Williams et al. 2010 ) and (Stender et al. 2011 ) for full results. Articular cartilage blocks were harvested from the patellofemoral grooves and their adjacent ridges of newborn (1-3 weeks) bovine knees. D0 blocks were frozen for later testing. Two samples, a superficial-zone (S) slice with intact articular surface (∼0.8 mm thick) and underlying middlezone (M) slice (∼0.6 mm thick), were microtomed from each block and cultured for 12 days in medium supplemented with 10 ng/ml TGF-β1 or 50 ng/ml IGF-1. Upon culture termination, samples were measured for geometry and wet weights (WW) and frozen for later testing. Following thawing, some samples were punched into disks for sequential confined compression (CC) and unconfined compression (UCC) testing, and other samples were punched into strips for uniaxial tension (UT) testing in the anterior-posterior direction. Mechanical properties used in the current study were equilibrium CC modulus (H A ), UCC modulus (E C ), and UCC Poisson's ratios (ν; measured in two orthogonal directions) at 15 and 30 % compressive strains, and UT modulus (E T ) at 5 and 10 % tensile strains. Each modulus value was represented as secant modulus (i.e., total stress / total strain) to account for a possibly nonlinear response. Following mechanical testing, samples were analyzed for water, COL, and GAG contents.
Analysis of previous experimental data
For the current study, analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to determine the effects of strain level and layer on each mechanical property. Additionally, ANOVA was performed to determine the effect of direction on UCC Poisson's ratios. For all groups, mechanical properties did not depend on strain level ( p > 0.05); thus, all mechanical properties were averaged across strain levels and experiments were simulated at average strain levels (i.e., 22.5 and 7.5 % strains in UCC/CC and UT, respectively). Preliminary analyses established that the model describes the assumed linear mechanical response well, possibly due to the linear fiber stress-strain law and the tissue's relatively low GAG density. Furthermore, UCC Poisson's ratios did not depend on direction ( p > 0.05); consequently, the orthogonal Poisson's ratios were averaged for each specimen.
All UCC/CC samples and all D0 UT samples were obtained from the ridges adjacent to the patellofemoral groove, but data for cultured UT samples were only available from the groove. However, data for D0 UT samples were also available from the groove. Thus, for each layer, a conversion ratio was calculated by dividing D0 E T values from the ridge group by D0 E T values from the groove group. Consequently, TGF and IGF E T values from the groove groups were multiplied by these conversion ratios to estimate E T values for the ridge groups, using the assumption that TGF and IGF modulate tensile properties in a similar manner between the adjacent groove and ridge locations. These conversion ratios were 0.47 and 0.41 for S and M layers, respectively.
The resulting set of mechanical and biochemical properties used for each experimental group are listed in Tables 1  and 2 .
qPLM experiments
Although the experimental samples were not analyzed with qPLM, additional samples were available to estimate the COL fiber distribution. Methods included those recently developed in our laboratory (Raub et al. 2011 (Raub et al. , 2012a , supplemented with our cell-masking technique (Nguyen et al. 2012) to account for high cellularity of immature tissue (Jadin et al. 2005) . In particular, qPLM was used to analyze ∼1 mm thick (∼0.5-1.5 mm below the articular surface) samples (n = 4) from the ridges adjacent to the patellofemoral groove of newborn bovine knees that were incubated for 4 days in medium supplemented with 20 % FBS. This data was used to define a single, equivalent anisotropic distribution for all groups (see Sect. 4).
qPLM colormaps of parallelism index [PI, that is, an optical measure describing the parallel organization of birefringent molecules within a pixel, ranging from 0 (random alignment) to 1 (complete alignment)] and orientation angle 
S-D0 89.3 ± 2.6 32.8 ± 7.5 3.9 ± 1.0 M-D0 86.6 ± 2.8 47.6 ± 12.1 5.0 ± 1.4
S-TGF 85.7 ± 1.2 41.8 ± 6.9 5.4 ± 1.1 M-TGF 84.5 ± 3.0 51.3 ± 12.8 5.8 ± 1.6 S-IGF 89.0 ± 2.9 30.5 ± 4.3 3.3 ± 1.0 M-IGF 89.6 ± 4.9 33.0 ± 9.2 4.0 ± 2.1
Groups correspond to superficial (S) and middle (M) layers untreated (D0) or cultured in vitro with TGF-β1 (TGF) or IGF-1 (IGF). Experimental values from Williams et al. (2010) shown as mean ±1 standard deviation; n = 7-15 per group (α, that is, the average alignment of birefringent molecules within a pixel) were created as follows. Cartilage blocks were fixed in 4 % paraformaldehyde for 48 hours at 4 • C. Sagittal cryosections 10 μm thick were adhered to microscope slides and allowed to dry overnight at room temperature. Unstained sections were rehydrated and imaged using a polarized light microscope (Polam 213-TE, Lomo America, Northbrook, IL, USA). A 100 W halogen light source was passed through a green interference filter (549 nm) to create monochromatic light incident upon the sample, while a polarizer, analyzer, and quarter-wave plate were placed in the light path during image acquisition to determine qPLM parameters. Birefringence signal was collected with a 10×, 0.2 numerical aperture objective (optical resolution 1.7 μm/pixel) and captured by a camera (GO-21, QImaging, Surrey, Canada) attached to the microscope. Images were acquired with QCapture (QImaging) and processed in Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA) using customdesigned routines to generate and quantify qPLM parameter colormaps. Image acquisition and image parameter calculations were based on published methods (Rieppo et al. 2008) . Raw images were collected for polarizer-analyzer positions of 0-90 • through 90-180 • , every 15 • . Additionally, two images were taken with quarter-wave plate inserted at polarizeranalyzer positions of 45-134 • and 45-136 • , and one background image was recorded with sample and wave plate removed and polarizer-analyzer at 45-135 • . PI and α were determined from a least-squares fit of pixel intensity data to the Fresnel equation (Rieppo et al. 2008) . The relative intensity of pixels from images with the quarter-wave plate inserted was used to distinguish between orthogonal fast and slow axes of polarization, therefore assigning either a more horizontal (<45 • ) or more vertical (>45 • ) orientation of birefringent material to the pixel. Calculations from pixel intensity data created PI and α colormaps for each field of view. Two overlapping fields of view were stitched together using a custom code, with the overlap region a linear combination of the co-registered pixels, and individual weighting coefficients decreasing with increasing distance from the edge of the overlap region.
Finally, tiled PI and α colormaps of the entire tissue section were segmented to exclude low-signal regions of the cartilage, corresponding to chondrocyte lacunae. An image mask was created using a previously developed code [Chan et al. 2012 (accepted) ] that fit the maximum birefringence pixel histogram to three Gaussian curves, representing background (least intense) and signal (more intense), and then setting an image threshold level as the background mean plus two standard deviations. This masking procedure was found to remove a large portion of background signal as well as some dim birefringence signal, which is recommended to reduce systematic error in qPLM parameter averages from masked regions (Rieppo et al. 2008) . Matrix-containing pixels were identified from the mask image and used to quantify the qPLM parameters.
Regions of interest were obtained by dividing tissue sections into 30 μ wide by 1 pixel (i.e., 1.7 μm) deep layers; α and PI averages for these regions of interest (51 μm 2 ) were then used to obtain global averages and standard deviations. In addition to global quantification, tissue depth was measured from the articular surface, adjacent top, middle, and bottom sections of 1/3 total height were created, and qPLM parameters were quantified from these sections to statistically justify the modeling assumption of homogeneous fiber distribution.
Parameter estimation
GAG elastic parameters
The PB cell model (Buschmann and Grodzinsky 1995) requires, as input microstructural parameters, the radius of a GAG chain (a) and the intercharge distance between adjacent GAG chains (b). In (Buschmann and Grodzinsky 1995) , values a = 0.55 nm and b = 0.64 nm were proposed to best fit swelling pressure data of (Williams and Comper 1990 ); however, model predictions were also provided for other estimates of a and b (Buschmann and Grodzinsky 1995) . In the current study, it was assumed that COL+MAT tensile stress should monotonically decrease with applied compressive strains. This is justified due to the stress-softening phenomenon reported for articular cartilage in compression (Chahine et al. 2004; Ficklin et al. 2007; Williams et al. 2010 ). More specifically, if z is the direction of applied loading, + T MAT then the combined COL+MAT normal stress T COL zz zz should monotonically decrease during compression. That stress component was calculated using (8) as
where T SM was the experimental equilibrium SM stress and zz T GAG was the predicted GAG model stress. In a preliminary zz study, values a = 0.55 nm and b = 0.64 nm provided compressive GAG stresses that were higher (i.e., more negative) than experimental compressive tissue stresses, resulting in increasing (i.e., higher tensile) values of COL+MAT stresses with increasing compression as calculated from (23). Consequently, all PB cell model predictions based on various values of a and b were considered.
COL fiber distribution
The fiber volume fraction distribution was estimated from planar qPLM images. The intersection of the unit sphere with a plane defined by Φ = Φ 0 is a unit circle (Fig. 3) . Consequently, in the plane defined by Φ = Φ 0 , we considered the unit circle containing all coplanar fibers passing through the center. The fiber distribution was assumed independent of Φ based on earlier results for this tissue source that tensile modulus and UCC Poisson's ratios, both properties that are thought to depend on COL network properties, do not depend on direction in the plane parallel to the surface (Williamson et al. 2003; Williams et al. 2010) . A differential triangle element dA in the unit circle bisects a corresponding differential pyramid element dV in direction N; its differen-
N d A Fig. 3 The unit circle representation of the COL fiber area fraction distribution used for analyzing planar qPLM images. Each differential triangle element is defined by a unit vector N and differential area dA = (1/2)dΘ. The directional fiber area fraction γ N f in direction N where dA f is the fiber area in d A. Thus, the total fiber area A f in the unit circle is
A The fiber area fraction in direction N is dA f normalized by A f ; using (24) and (25) one obtains
which is subject to the constraint
Assuming that Delesse's principle (Delesse 1847 ) is valid for these differential elements, the directional fiber area and volume fractions are equal, that is
N qPLM data were used to estimate the area fraction of fibers ΔA f N /A f in a finite triangle element oriented in mean direction Θ N with range ΔΘ N and area
where the symbol Δ defines a finite quantity. In the FEA, the unit sphere was discretized into 3,200 pyramid elements (ΔΘ = 4.5, ΔΦ = 4.5 • ). All finite triangle elements were assumed homogeneous. The unit semi-circle with Θ N ranging from 0 to + π radians was discretized into a total of m = 40 elements. For finite-sized elements, (26) and (27) become, using (28), is γ f = dA f /dA where d A f is the fiber area in dA. The qPLM data N was used to estimate γ N f and Delesse's principle was assumed, that is
Since neither PI nor α varied with axial depth (see Sect. 3), a global α distribution was obtained, upon averaging histogram results for each specimen (n = 4), which was then assumed to be uniform in the specimens. In particular, a normalized frequency density plot was constructed by calculating the frequency of α observations/total observations/interval width, for each interval width Δθ = 10 • . The normalized frequency density plot was assumed to represent fiber area fraction densities Δ A f N /A f /Δθ for each finite triangle element. This distribution was modified to account for the fact that PI values were not equal to unity and to improve FEA convergence properties (see Sect. 4). Thus, the fiber area fraction density distribution was modeled as a Gaussian distribution D G superposed with a background isotropic distribution D ISO ,
where C is a scalar constant needed to enforce constraint (31) and normalizing by Δθ allows comparison between distributions with different interval widths. D G was modeled, similar to previous work (Lei and Szeri 2006) , using a normalized Gaussian distribution function
where α avg and σ are the global average and variance of all pixel α values. D ISO was modeled using
where λ is the fiber area fraction density of the background isotropic distribution. The scalar constant C of (32) must be solved numerically because D G and D ISO are coupled. In this study, λ was estimated from the qPLM results as discussed in Sect. 3. Using (32)-(34) in (30) yields a system of m equations with m + 1 unknowns: m unknowns and A f = N φ N f Δ A N . To resolve this indeterminacy, the system of m equations is supplemented with the constraint equation (12), which for finite-sized elements becomes
where V = 4π/3 and ΔV N = (1/3) sin Θ N ΔΘ N ΔΦ N have been used, the distribution has been assumed independent of Φ so that V ΔΦ N = 2π . Since the total fiber volume fraction φ f is measured experimentally, (35) supplies an additional equation without introducing an additional unknown.
COL and MAT elastic parameters
Consequently, the only remaining adjustable parameters were true COL fiber modulus E f and MAT shear modulus μ, which were determined using FEA of the experiments. The total SM Cauchy stress [see Eq. (8)] and Jacobian stiffness matrix (see "Appendix") were implemented for use with the Abaqus solver (Simulia) using a user-defined material (UMAT) subroutine. Single C3D8 eight node, full integration, and linear brick finite elements were used with static displacement boundary conditions for CC, UCC, and UT experiments (Fig. 4) . The use of single finite elements was appropriate because samples were relatively thin and homogeneity was assumed. The COL distribution function was implemented in the UMAT using 3,200 pyramidal elements of equal volume; a convergence study with 12,800 pyramidal elements revealed a difference of less than 0.1 % in computed tissue stresses. E f and μ were predicted using an optimization to UT and UCC axial stresses only; model predictions were then compared to UCC Poisson's ratios and CC moduli for validation. The optimization script was coded in Python (Python Software Foundation) to vary E f and μ and minimizing the objective function Due to model assumptions (see text), a single element is used with static boundary conditions. The articular surface is defined with outward normal in the +3 direction (i.e., the top surface). Arrows show directions of applied displacements on surfaces with outward normal in the +3, +3, and +2 directions for CC, UCC, and UT, respectively. Reference and deformed configurations are shown as solid and dashed lines, respectively. For CC, surfaces with outward normals in the ±1, ±2, and +3 directions are constrained in the 1 and 2 directions, and surface with outward normal in the −3 direction is constrained in all directions. For UCC and UT, surfaces with outward normals in the −1, −2, and −3 directions are constrained in the 1, 2, and 3 directions, respectively
where T and C subscripts represent tensile and compressive stresses at 7.5 and 22.5 % tensile and compressive strains, respectively, FEA and exp subscripts represent predicted and experimental values, respectively, and compressive stresses were weighted by a factor of 10 because their values were ∼1 order of magnitude less than tensile stresses. E f and μ were constrained to be positive; a lower bound of 0.001 MPa was used for μ since pilot simulations revealed that a positive μ value was needed for model convergence.
Results
GAG elastic parameters
In order to predict monotonically decreasing COL+MAT stresses during compression, PB cell model predictions with a = 0.55 nm and b = 0.51 nm were used. To provide a good fit to those PB cell model predictions, GAG swelling pressure (π GAG ) and, consequently, Cauchy stress equations were chosen as (Buschmann and Grodzinsky 1995) . Solid curve = curve-fit of π GAG GAG ) 2.5 (R 2 GAG = 0.00287(c = 0.98) where π GAG and c are GAG swelling pressure (kPa) and GAG concentration (mg/ml), respectively. Range of GAG concentrations includes maximum values of c GAG corresponding to maximum compressive strains used in the current study GAG GAG 2.5 /1, 000 ⇒ T GAG =−1, 000π
with units of kPa for π GAG , mg/ml for ρ GAG , and MPa for T GAG . Thus, the material constants of Eq. (20) were α 1 = 2.87 (MPa-ml 2.5 /mg 2.5 ) and α 2 = 2.5 (dimensionless). Equation ( for the D0 CC and UCC experiments (Fig. 6 ).
COL fiber distribution
COL fiber distributions were highly anisotropic for each specimen as quantified by qPLM (Figs. 7, 8, 9a ). Neither PI nor α values varied between the 1/3 tissue sections (ANOVA, p = 0.54, 0.98, respectively) (Fig. 8) . The parameters α avg , σ, and λ in the fiber distribution function (32)- (34) were chosen as follows. The global average (α avg ) and standard deviation (σ 2 ) of α values, average among the 4 specimens, were 89.4 ± 14.4 • . For convenience, we used α avg = Θ 0 = 90 • while calculating σ = (14.4 • ) 0.5 = 3.8 deg 0.5 . To determine the background isotropic distribution parameter λ, first, we defined upper and lower bounds as follows. The fiber area fraction density, estimated from qPLM ( Fig. 9a) , suggested that ∼7 % belonged to a background isotropic distribution, a value estimated as extending the % of pixel α values measured outside the range 60-120 • to a background isotropic distribution. Thus, a lower bound was set to 7 % of the total; however, due to the fact that PI values were not equal to 1.0 the, background isotropic distribution likely exceeds this value. Thus, an upper bound for the background isotropic distribution was set to 1.0 minus the average PI value, that is, 0.27 or 27 % (Fig. 8) , based on the interpretation that this value represents an upper bound on fibers that are randomly oriented. Then, in order to balance the needs of obtaining model convergence and producing accurate numerical predictions of the mechanical property data, which proved difficult for the IGF group (see Sect. 4), we set the background isotropic distribution to 23 % of the total, corresponding to λ = 0.00127 deg −1 , producing the fiber area fraction density used in the FEA (Fig. 9a) . Since each of the experimental groups had different total collagen volume fractions, the collagen volume fraction distributions, calculated using (35), varied between groups (Fig. 9b ).
COL and MAT elastic parameters
For all D0 and TGF simulations, the optimized μ values corresponded to the lower bound set at 0.001 MPa. For S-IGF and M-IGF simulations, the optimized μ values were 0.031 and 0.043 MPa, respectively; however, those FEA models failed to converge for lower values of μ (see Sect. 4). E f predictions varied substantially among groups (Fig. 10 ). For the S layer, predicted E f values were 175, 281, and 22 MPa for D0, TGF, and IGF groups, respectively. For the M layer, predicted E f values were 422, 309, and 26 MPa for D0, TGF, and IGF groups, respectively. Using those optimized values of E f , predicted values of E T , H A , E C , and ν (Table 2; Fig. 11 ) fell within a standard deviation of experimental means, with the following exceptions. For M-D0, the predicted E C exceeded the mean +1 standard deviation value by 6 %. For M-TGF, the predicted H A exceeded the mean +1 standard deviation value by 5%. For S-IGF, the predicted H A and E C exceeded mean +1 standard deviation values by 50 and 240 %, respectively. For M-IGF, the predicted H A and E C exceeded mean +1 standard deviation values by 7 and 262 %, respectively.
Discussion
The E f predictions for D0 S and M samples were 175 and 422 MPa, respectively, representing a substantial difference of α = ±90 • correspond to directions Θ = ±90 • in the spherical coordinate system of Figs. 2, 3 and to the direction of applied tension; α values were transformed to the range 0-180 • for subsequent use of 247 MPa that reflects depth dependence of native D0 mechanical properties (Table 2 ; Fig. 11 ). However, in vitro treatment with TGF-β1 or IGF-1 were predicted to modulate E f toward convergent values of 281-309 MPa or 22-26 MPa, respectively. Thus, an interesting and novel finding of the current study was that, for immature bovine articular cartilage samples with distinct native depth-dependent properties, both TGF-β1 and IGF-1 modulate COL fiber modulus in a convergent fashion. Further, since COL content (Table 1) was measured directly, the model allows for assessment of relative effects of E f and φ f on tissue modulus. Specifically, the results suggest that IGF treatment substantially decreases tissue tensile modulus (−89/−95 % for S/M layers) primarily due to large decreases in E f (−87 %/−94 % for S/M layers) with modest decreases in φ f (−15 %/−20 % for S/M layers) as secondary factors, whereas TGF treatment changes tissue tensile modulus (+125 %/−13 % for S/M layers) due to more complex interactive changes in E f (+61/−27 % for S/M layers) and φ f (+38 %/+16 % for S/M layers).
The current study refines the relationship between true and apparent COL network stresses by using a fiber volume fraction distribution function. The fiber distribution model used here is based on (Shirazi et al. 2011 ) and differs from many previous models because the distribution parameter is COL fiber volume fraction, a parameter often measured using biochemical assays, instead of a normalized number of COL fibers (Lanir 1978 (Lanir , 1983 Aspden 1986; Sacks 2003; Gasser et al. 2006; Lei and Szeri 2006; Ateshian 2007) . In order for models based on a normalized number of COL fibers to become equivalent to our model, we propose that fiber diameters (and possibly their distribution) for different Fig. 9 Collagen fiber distributions. (a-qPLM) qPLM results were averaged over n = 4 specimens to construct a normalized frequency density plot; data points represent frequency of α observations/total observations/interval width Δθ = 10 • ; mean ±1 standard deviation values shown were calculated using mean values for each interval of n = 4 specimens. (a-model) Fiber area fraction density plot used in FEA employing a Gaussian distribution superposed with a background isotropic distribution; the background isotropic distribution was increased to 23 % of the total to account for PI values not equal to unity and to improve convergence properties of the FEA models. Curve is fit to data point representing fiber area fraction densities
. b COL fiber volume fraction distribution functions calculated from the fiber area fraction distribution; note that these distributions differ because the collagen volume fraction differs between groups (Table 1) . Groups correspond to superficial (S) and middle (M) layers untreated (D0) or cultured in vitro with TGF-β1 (TGF) or IGF-1 (IGF) Fig. 10 Optimization results: predictions of true COL fiber modulus E f . Groups correspond to superficial (S) and middle (M) layers untreated (D0) or cultured in vitro with TGF-β1 (TGF) or IGF-1 (IGF) directions must be defined so that the number of fibers times the fiber cross-sectional area yields the fiber area fraction on a subset of the unit sphere. Since volume fraction equals apparent density divided by true density, our formulation is Fig. 11 Optimization results: comparison of experimental and predicted tensile modulus E T , confined compression modulus H A , and unconfined compression modulus E C . Groups correspond to superficial (S) and middle (M) layers untreated (D0) or cultured in vitro with TGF-β1 (TGF) or IGF-1 (IGF). Experimental values shown as mean ±1 standard deviation; n = 7-15 per group. asterisk = predicted values not within ±1 standard deviation of experimental means. Vertical logarithm scale (base 10) used due to the tension-compression asymmetry essentially identical to one that uses an apparent density distribution (Kroon 2010) .
The predicted true COL fiber modulus E f of 175 and 422 MPa for D0 S and M layers, respectively, fell within a range of estimates of 70-643 MPa from previous studies (Farquhar et al. 1990; Schwartz et al. 1994; Soulhat et al. 1999; Shirazi and Shirazi-Adl 2005; Lei and Szeri 2006; Quinn and Morel 2007) . In comparison to those previous studies, a novel feature of this study was that a comprehensive set of biochemical, mechanical, and microstructural property measurements for the same tissue source (i.e., species, age, joint location, and depth from the articular surface) were used to estimate model parameters: biochemical assays were used to determine COL volume fractions and GAG densities, qPLM was used to estimate COL fiber distribution, and compressive and tensile test data were used to estimate GAG swelling pressure and true COL fiber modulus E f .
Interestingly, our qPLM analysis revealed a strongly anisotropic COL fiber orientation in a mostly horizontal (i.e., parallel to the surface) direction in the middle zone. Although this result appears to be novel for ∼1-3-week-old immature bovine articular cartilage, it agrees with recent results of a strongly anisotropic COL fiber orientation with small depth variation in immature tissue from other species; for example, horse (van Turnhout et al. 2008) , pig (Rieppo et al. 2009 ), rabbit (Julkunen et al. 2010); and sheep (van Turnhout et al. 2010) . The COL fiber structure remodels rapidly during development toward the depth-dependent structure of mature articular cartilage (Julkunen et al. 2009; van Turnhout et al. 2010) , consisting of a superficial zone of high anisotropy and horizontal orientation, an isotropic middle zone, and an anisotropic, vertically oriented deep zone. Due to these rapid developmental changes that occur in COL fiber structure, care must be taken when developing models and interpreting results for immature tissue; in particular, COL fiber structure should be quantified and appropriate models should be developed, as done here and in a recent study (van Turnhout et al. 2011) .
For all groups, FEA model predictions of tissue tensile modulus E T were similar to experimental values; in particular, E T predictions varied from experimental means by 0.02-1.60 %. However, predictions of tissue compressive properties H A , E C , and ν were not as accurate, possibly due to uncertainty in PB cell model parameters. Our preliminary studies with baseline PB cell model parameters a = 0.55 nm and b = 0.64 nm (Buschmann and Grodzinsky 1995) resulted in increasing (i.e., higher tensile) values of T COL + T MAT with increasing compressive strain. Consezz zz quently, the current study used different estimates of a and b from (Buschmann and Grodzinsky 1995) . This discrepancy may be due to different GAG solutions used for estimating GAG osmotic swelling pressures; that is, (Buschmann and Grodzinsky 1995) used Swarm rat chondrosarcoma PG solutions (Williams and Comper 1990) , whereas the current study used bovine tissue. Also, calculated GAG densities of the compressed samples in the current study were substantially higher than those values from (Williams and Comper 1990) . A future study should include better estimating GAG swelling pressures for this tissue source using a combination of experimental and modeling aims. Predicted compressive properties for D0 and TGF groups were fairly accurate when one considers the standard deviations as measures of accuracy; except, as noted above, that predicted M-D0 E C and M-TGF H A exceeded the mean +1 standard deviation values by 5-6 %. Predicted compressive properties for the IGF group were substantially less accurate. In addition to the uncertainty in the GAG stress equation discussed above, this finding may result from the fact that the IGF models failed to converge for lower values of μ, which would have resulted in lower predicted compressive moduli. Convergence difficulties for the IGF models may be attributed to excessively large elastic deformations in the axial direction due to a combination of relatively large decreases in fiber modulus and a strongly anisotropic fiber distribution that produces little resistance to GAG-induced swelling in the axial direction. In recent studies, we have found that IGF treatment induces excessive swelling in the axial direction with a significant decrease in mechanical integrity (Ficklin et al. 2007; Williams et al. 2010) , as well as macroscopically observed changes in tissue structural integrity, suggesting that IGF treatment may cause the tissue to evolve into a material that can not be accurately modeled with the methods used in the current study.
A limitation of the current study is due to the uncertainty in the interpretation of the PI value in the context of a fiber distribution model. Indeed, a previous study discussed how different collagen microstructures may produce similar qPLM results and also incorporated a background isotropic distribution in their interpretation of qPLM parameters ). In this study, the fiber area fraction of the background isotropic distribution was set above a lower bound of 7 %, as determined directly from the qPLM data, due to the fact that PI values were not equal to 1.0. Due to uncertainty in the interpretation of the PI value, an upper bound was set to 1.0 minus the average PI value, that is, 0.27 or 27 %. Pilot studies revealed, first, that mechanical property predictions were most accurate for all groups when the lowest values of μ were used and, second, that model convergence could be achieved for lower values of μ when the background isotropic distribution was increased. Thus, we set the background isotropic distribution at a relatively high value (i.e., 23 %) in the range between the lower and upper bounds in order to improve mechanical property predictions. It is possible that selective use of other techniques, such as scanning electron microscopy or multiphoton analysis (Lilledahl et al. 2011 ) may help in resolving this limitation in future studies.
A second limitation of the current study was that tension data following treatment (from the groove) were not obtained for the same location as compression and qPLM data (from the adjacent ridge) following treatment. However, D0 tension data were available for both locations, allowing the use of a scaling procedure. Since the effects of both TGF and IGF treatments in this and previous studies were substantial, it is likely that the predicted changes in true COL fiber modulus would be qualitatively similar if all samples were harvested from the same location.
A third limitation was that qPLM measurements were only available for 1 type of treatment (4 days in medium supplemented with 20 % FBS), which necessitated the assumption that COL fiber distribution did not change during culture. Since the COL fiber distribution was highly anisotropic, it is unlikely that a more anisotropic distribution would have affected model predictions substantially. However, it is possible that 12 days of treatment may shift the COL fiber distribution towards isotropy. To address this issue, we performed pilot simulations with an isotropic fiber distribution for all groups; E f predictions were 290, 480, 28, 710, 490, and 34 MPa for S-D0, S-TGF, S-IGF, M-D0, M-TGF, M-IGF groups, respectively. Thus, although E f predictions were higher for all groups, they still trended toward convergent values for TGF and IGF groups, supporting our main conclusion regarding the effects of TGF and IGF on COL fiber modulus.
Regardless, our experimental data suggest that the highly anisotropic COL fiber distribution was maintained during culture. Experimental TGF group thicknesses increased by 3 % while width/length increased by 2 %/ 1%, respectively, values that were not significantly different than zero (Williams et al. 2010) and that are consistent with maintenance of the anisotropic fiber distribution coupled with modest changes (+61/−27 % for S/M layers) in fiber modulus and low GAG swelling pressures. Furthermore, experimental TGF group UCC Poisson's ratios trended to lower values than D0 group values, consistent with maintenance of the anisotropic fiber distribution as previous studies suggested that COL network properties are strong determinants of UCC Poisson's ratios (Kiviranta et al. 2006; Ficklin et al. 2007 ). On the other hand, experimental IGF specimen thicknesses increased by 71 % while width/length increased by 6 %/2 %, respectively. Those values are consistent with maintenance of the anisotropic fiber distribution, that would offer little COL network resistance to expansion in the thickness direction, coupled with substantial reductions in fiber modulus (−87/−94 % for S/M layers), thereby enhancing expansion in the direction of least COL network resistance.
As mentioned in Sect. 2, cell masking of the qPLM data was used to separate the low intensity birefringence signal and background from chondrocytes from matrix-originating birefringence for accurate matrix structural quantification (Rieppo et al. 2008) . Cell masking of qPLM data has been demonstrated using a dynamic thresholding technique (Rieppo et al. 2008 ); however, this study employed a global thresholding technique based on the pixel histogram of the maximum gray-level birefringence signal, which can accurately segregate independent pixel distributions from background, cells, and anisotropic matrix. The 1.7 μm image resolution was sufficient to identify individual cells/lacunae to be removed by signal thresholding, because highly cellular tissue introduces error into qPLM parameter averages by combining optical signal from disparate regions (cells, lacunae, and matrix). By masking the birefringence signal to remove low-signal areas associated with chondrocytes, the resultant segmented qPLM parameters were specific to the extracellular matrix of the immature cartilage explants. Though such a conservative method removed lowbirefringence regions from analysis, it preserved signal from anisotropic matrix regions.
A final limitation is the uncertainty regarding the interpretation of E f . In the proposed model, E f represents a true modulus of a continuous fiber-reinforcing network within a tissue that is subjected to several modeling assumptions (e.g., affine deformations, uniform swelling strains, linear fiber stress-strain relations). Other matrix constituents, such as water, ions, and GAGs, may affect E f . For example, recent GAG depletion experiments for the tissue source used in the current study revealed that GAG depletion significantly affects tissue tensile modulus and relaxation properties; for eample, ∼85 % GAG depletion increased tissue tensile modulus by more than 100 %, and tissue tensile modulus was negatively correlated with GAG content (Asanbaeva et al. 2008b; Thomas et al. 2009 ). Also, recent nanomechanical studies revealed that predicted tensile modulus of hydrated COL microfibrils are approximately one order of magnitude lower than predicted values for both dry COL microfibrils and single COL molecules (Gautieri et al. 2011) . Those results suggest that the manner in which COL molecules and fibers interact within the COL network and with other tissue components may strongly affect continuum level estimates of E f . Currently, the mechanism for modulated COL fiber modulus remains unclear; the proposed model explicitly accounted for changes in GAG and COL contents while other measurements (e.g., collagen-specific pyridinoline and cell contents) for these protocols (Williams et al. 2010) provided no conclusive mechanism.
Regardless of the limitations mentioned above, the total tissue model was shown to be capable of modeling the substantial tension-compression asymmetry of articular cartilage as predicted tensile moduli were approximately an order of magnitude larger than predicted compressive moduli. The results suggest methods that may be used in future studies aimed at estimating COL fiber modulus changes during in vitro growth and remodeling protocols related to articular cartilage repair. In order to increase the accuracy of model predictions, key microstructural features such as GAG and COL contents and COL fiber distributions should be measured for the same samples that are mechanically tested. Furthermore, rigorous validation tests should be performed for continuum-based models, not only to provide validation for some problems but also to highlight the models' limitations for other problems (e.g., some compression analyses presented here) for the sake of advancing science.
Abaqus requires the Jacobian C Jac i jkl defined through the variation of Kirchhoff stress τ i j as (40) where the increment in the deformation gradient tensor δ F iA is
Recalling (5), the elasticity tensor C ABCD relates the increments in second Piola-Kirchhoff stress (δS AB ) and CauchyGreen deformation tensors (δC CD ) as
which, using (2), (39), and (41) leads to
Substituting (41) and (43) 
For implementation with the model presented here, the tangent stiffness matrix defined by (45) was derived for each constituent, and these were summed to obtain the total SM tangent stiffness matrix. In addition to coding the constituent stress equations, the elasticity tensors were derived for each constituent using (5). These derivations are straightforward but lengthy, here only the final results are shown as follows: 
